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Abstract.  The CUDOS MOF Utilities are a software package for simulating micro-
structured optical fibers (or MOF’s, also known as photonic crystal fibers) using the 
multipole method of Fourier-Bessel expansions in a Microsoft Windows environment. The 
code can search for an electromagnetic mode of a specified symmetry, and having identified 
such a mode, determine its dispersion properties. One of the key outputs is a table of the real 
and imaginary parts of the effective index of refraction as a function of the free-space 
wavelength, that is 2πc/ω, the speed of light divided by the mode’s frequency. From this 
table one can immediately obtain the phase and group velocities, the dispersion parameter 
(spread of wave-packet with distance), the Poynting flux loss coefficient (from the 
imaginary part of the refractive index), and the full dispersion diagram (frequency versus 
mode wave number). Examples of MOF’s in the literature are used to illustrate the output 
and present some new results. 

 
1.   Dispersion Formulas 
 

The purpose of this note is to clarify and illustrate some of the essential output from the CUDOS 
software. In particular one can use the output table of the refractive index as a function of free-space 
wavelength to extract important dispersion information about a confined mode in the fiber. The CUDOS 
software and documentation is available in Reference [1], and has references to the original literature.  

The software is based on a method which uses a multipole expansion centered on each cylindrical 
hole of a fiber to enforce boundary conditions and then matches the local and global expansions to determine 
the expansion coefficients [2,3]. A key aspect of the current public version of the software is that it makes 
use of the circularity of the inclusions. It can deal with fibers with either a solid core surrounded by holes, or 
a hollow core, again surrounded by holes. The multipole method has frequency, ω, as an input parameter. It 
should be noted that the actual input file calls for the user to supply the starting frequency for the mode 
search in the form of the free-space wavelength, λ = 2πc/ω. Equally important, although not explicitly stated 
in the code’s documentation, the output tabulates the effective index of refraction as a function of free-space 
wavelength, in other words as a function of frequency. Recall that the effective refractive index neff is defined 
as the ratio of the mode’s propagation constant (wave-number) kz in the fiber divided by the free-space wave 
number k = 2π/λ = c/ω.  

From the code’s tabulation of refractive index versus free-space wavelength, several important 
parameters are immediately obtained. The phase velocity of a mode is defined by  

    effp ncv /=  .                                                                                                                                (1)              
A particular subset of modes that are of interest for relativistic particle acceleration are the so-called “speed 
of light” modes (SOL) with vp = c [4]. These are characterized by neff = 1, and the ability to tune the fiber’s 
refractive index to a desired value by the appropriate choice of hole geometry is one of the chief attributes of 
photonic crystal fibers. The group velocity is given by the derivative vg  = dω/dkz. It can be obtained by 
inspection of the slope of the dispersion diagram of ω versus kz = neff k or by a finite-difference derivative in 
the neff vs λ output table. Noting that ω = ck = ckz/neff , the following two equivalent formulas for the group 
velocity are useful. The first is 
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where λz = 2π/kz is the mode’s wavelength in the fiber. The second form is derived from the equivalent 
expression vg = 1/(dkz/dω), 
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Eqn. 3 expresses the group velocity in terms of the free-space wavelength λ = neff λz . This version can be 
used directly with the neff vs λ data in the CUDOS output file by forming the first derivative (ni+1- ni-1)/(λi+1- 
λi-1) at the central value λi . 

Two other figures of merit for a fiber mode are its dispersion parameter D and Poynting flux loss 
coefficient α. The dispersion parameter measures the arrival time difference per unit bandwidth per unit 
distance traveled, relative to a reference wavelength, and essentially gives the longitudinal spread of a wave 
packet relative to its central value. The dispersion parameter is given by the second derivative, 

   ,                                                                                                            (4) 22 /)/( λλ dndcD eff−=
where λ is again the free-space wavelength of the mode. It can be calculated directly from the neff vs λ data 
table by forming the second derivative (ni-1- 2ni + ni+1)/(( λi+1- λi-1)/2)2 at the central value λi. Because the 
group velocity involves the first derivative, it goes through an extremal value when D=0. This is physically 
reasonable since for D=0, wave packet components on either side of the reference wavelength must have the 
same group velocity if the packet is not to spread, that is dvg/dλ ~ D = 0. As will be shown in the examples to 
follow, both solid core and hollow core fibers exhibit a maximum in the group velocity of their confined 
modes when the dispersion parameter goes to zero. Finally the loss coefficient α, which is proportional to the 
imaginary part of neff , determines the decay of the mode’s Poynting flux with distance traveled, S =             
S0 exp(-αz), and is given by 
                  effnk Im2=α .                                                                                                                          (5) 
Typically the loss coefficient is re-expressed in practical terms of the loss parameter L, quoted in dB per 
meter, 
                effnmdBL Im)/2))(10ln(/20()10ln(/10)/( λπα == ,                                                          (6)                         
where λ is in units of meters. 
 
2.     Examples of Solid Core and Hollow Core Fibers 
 

One of the important features of photonic crystal fibers is the powerful control that their geometry 
exerts over the dispersion characteristics of modes. In this section we illustrate some of the dispersion 
information that can be obtained from the CUDOS output for two fiber geometries presented in the literature.  

The first example is a solid core, silica fiber with three layers of holes in a hexagonal pattern as 
presented in Section 5 of Ref. 3. The geometry is shown in Fig.1. The lattice spacing (pitch) is a = 2.3 
microns, and the diameter of the holes divided by the lattice spacing is 0.35 in the case shown here, that is a 
hole diameter of 0.805 micron. Normally CUDOS is given a starting free-space wavelength for the mode 
search, a range of refractive index to search in (basically the search range of fiber wavenumbers), and the 
McIsaac symmetry classes of the modes sought (essentially classified according to Neumann or Dirichlet 
boundary conditions on the Ez field at the edges of the minimum sector). Once a mode is found, a dispersion 
study can be done between the starting wavelength and an ending wavelength. In this example CUDOS was 
given a starting wavelength of 0.8 micron and asked to suggest the refractive index range suitable for the 
“fundamental” mode of the solid core fiber. According to the software documentation, this search option is 
only available for solid core fibers. CUDOS will then adjust the symmetry classes to be searched. Otherwise 
one must specify both the index range and the symmetry classes for CUDOS.  

CUDOS found a mode with symmetry class p=3 and its degenerate counterpart, a p=4 mode, with 
neff = 1.447. The figure shows the CUDOS graphical output for the magnitudes of the fields Ex and Ez and 
Poynting flux Sz for the p=3 mode at 0.8 micron. Note the null in Ez along the vertical axis which identifies 
the mode class. This mode is degenerate with a p=4 mode with a null in Ez along the horizontal axis. 
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Figure 1.  The absolute magnitude of the fields Ex , Ez, and Poynting flux Sz for a p=3 mode in a solid-core, 
silica fiber with three-layer, hexagonal hole pattern, as described in Section 5 of Ref. 3. Relative intensity 
runs from red (high) to blue (low).  
 

Starting with this mode, a dispersion study was performed with CUDOS over the range of free-space 
wavelengths from 0.8 to 1.6 microns. Here we show plots of the refractive index, phase and group velocities, 
and dispersion parameter. The increase in the imaginary part of index with longer wavelength is generic in 
photonic fibers, being due to decreasing confinement as the hole-pattern has less effect on the longer 
wavelength modes. The results in Figures 2 and 3 reproduce the plots shown in Figure 3 of Ref. 3 for the 
case of a diameter-to-pitch ratio of 0.35.  Note the dispersion parameter goes to zero at about 1.04 microns, 
corresponding to the position of the maximum group velocity. 

            
Figure 2.  Real and imaginary parts of the effective index of refraction for the p=3 modes in a solid core 
fiber with diameter-to-pitch ratio of 0.35 over the range of 0.8 to 1.6 micron wavelength (free-space). 
 

                       
Figure 3.  The phase and group velocities and dispersion parameter versus the free-space wavelength for the 
solid core fiber.  
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In Figure 4 two new plots, not presented in Ref. 3, are shown. The Poynting flux loss coefficient and 
the full dispersion diagram (frequency versus fiber mode wavenumber) for the p=3 modes in the solid core 
fiber are illustrated. At the zero-dispersion point of 1.04 microns, the 1/e Poynting flux decay length is about 
14 cm. The high loss is due to the few layers of holes used in this example, and confinement and decay 
distance can be increased with additional layers. The dispersion diagram of course is useful to immediately 
extract a mode’s true wavenumber in the fiber for any frequency, and visually gives the phase and group 
velocities. 
 

                                
 Figure 4.  The Poynting flux loss coefficient and the full dispersion diagram for the p=3 modes of the solid 
core fiber. The speed of light line (v=c) is indicated in the dispersion diagram. 

 
The second example is a hollow core fiber with a matrix index of 1.46 and six layers of holes in a 

hexagonal pattern, as presented in Section III of Ref. 4. The geometry is shown in Figure 5. The lattice 
spacing is a = 1.31 microns, and the radius of the holes divided by the lattice spacing is 0.35. The central 
hole radius is 0.678 microns. The structure is motivated by the goal of confining a speed of light, TM-like 
mode with uniform longitudinal electric field in the center hole to accelerate relativistic particles. If the 
center hole had the same diameter as the other holes in the lattice, then the periodic system would exhibit a 
standard dispersion diagram of allowed modes separated by forbidden band gaps. By changing the diameter 
of the central hole, a defect is introduced in the lattice, which then looks like a dielectric waveguide, and EM 
modes strongly confined to the central hole will propagate. In Ref. 4 the diameter of the central hole was 
adjusted to create a confined EM mode with frequency in the lowest band gap at about ka = 8.2 and 
wavenumber kz  = k, consistent with vp = c. With a = 1.31 microns this gives an SOL mode wavelength of 
about 1 micron. 

To find such a mode using CUDOS, the starting wavelength was set at 1 micron, the trial search 
region for neff was set to the range [1.00001, 1.02] (near the SOL condition), and the mode symmetry was 
specified as p=1, consistent with the Neumann boundary condition 0/ =∂∂ θzE for a uniform longitudinal 
field. The other mode symmetry that gives a uniform Ez would be p=5, but it is degenerate in frequency with 
a p=6 mode having Ez = 0 along the vertical and horizontal axes. Exciting this p=6 mode while trying to 
power the p=5 mode at the same frequency would not be good in practice for a real particle accelerator. We 
have not investigated this mode further. In the search CUDOS found a p=1 mode with neff about 1.007 at 1 
micron wavelength. Figure 5 shows the CUDOS graphical output for the absolute magnitudes of the fields Ex 
and Ez and the Poynting flux Sz of this p=1 mode. Note the uniform longitudinal electric field in the core and 
the fact that the longitudinal magnetic field is zero there, consistent with a transverse magnetic (TM) mode 
suitable for particle acceleration. The Ez mode pattern looks essentially the same as that in Figure 4 of Ref. 4. 
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Figure 5.  The magnitude of the fields Ez , Hz, and Poynting flux Sz for a p=1, SOL mode in a hollow-core, 
fiber with six-layer, hexagonal hole pattern, and defect hole at center as described in Section 3 of Ref. 4.  
 

Starting with this mode, a dispersion study was performed with CUDOS over the range of free-space 
wavelengths from 0.9 to 1.1 microns to identify the true SOL mode at neff = 1. In Figures 6 and 7 we show 
plots of the refractive index, phase and group velocities, and dispersion parameter. The SOL mode occurs at 
about 1.01 micron, and the group velocity is about 0.58c, which agrees with the velocity in Ref. 4. The group 
velocity is near a maximum, and D is very small for this mode. It may be possible to tune the fiber geometry 
slightly to make D=0 exactly at the SOL mode. A second zero-dispersion point occurs at about 0.87 micron. 

 

    
Figure 6.  Real and imaginary parts of the effective index of refraction for the p=1 modes in the hollow core 
fiber over the range of 0.9 to 1.1 micron wavelength (free-space). 
  

     
Figure 7.  The phase and group velocities and dispersion parameter versus the free-space wavelength for the 
hollow core fiber. The dispersion parameter has a zero at the position of the maximum group velocity. 
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In Figure 8 the Poynting flux loss coefficient and the full dispersion diagram (frequency versus fiber 
mode wave number) for the p=1 modes in the hollow core fiber are illustrated. At the SOL mode, the 1/e 
Poynting flux decay length is about 0.4 mm. This is remarkably short but expected from the relatively large 
imaginary index of refraction, and suggests that additional hole-layers may be needed to improve mode 
confinement. This is supported by a CUDOS test case with a four-layer, hollow core fiber in which the 
imaginary part of the index was an order of magnitude higher than the present six-layer fiber. The dispersion 
diagram shown here agrees well with Figure 5 in Ref. 4, and our SOL mode occurs at ωa/c = kza = 8.15. 

 

    
 
Figure 8.  The Poynting flux loss coefficient and the full dispersion diagram for the p=1 modes of the hollow 
core fiber. The speed of light line (v=c) is indicated in the dispersion diagram. 

 
3.     Summary 
 

Using the CUDOS software, we have explored two examples of photonic crystal fibers previously 
described in the literature and illustrated how to extract important dispersion information for these cases. We 
have reproduced dispersion plots for both solid core and hollow core examples. We found that for both solid 
and hollow core fibers, the group velocity typically reaches a maximum when the dispersion parameter goes 
to zero. For the hollow core fiber we have produced new plots of the refractive index, phase and group 
velocities, dispersion parameter, and loss coefficient not previously given in the literature for the SOL mode. 
The zero-dispersion point occurs very near the SOL mode condition. To improve the propagation of 
accelerating waves in a hollow core fiber, it may be advantageous to fine tune the fiber geometry to insure 
that the zero-dispersion point occurs exactly at the SOL mode. 
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